The
Challenge

Forty percent (40%) of adults in Edmonton have low-level literacy
skills - using printed materials in daily life.
Fifty percent (50%) of adults in Edmonton have low-level math
skills - using math in daily life.

The Vision

Create a community in which all adults are functionally literate so
that they can meet their full potential.
“Changing Lives Through Literacy.”
Changes in the person’s life, circumstances, health, hopes,
competency, and capacity.

The
Mission
Our
Programs

Literacy - reading, writing, and comprehension.
Computer Literacy
English as a Second Language - reading, writing, speaking, and
listening.
Math Literacy - math skills for daily living and to enter another
educational opportunity.
Students for Students - workshops for daily living.

Our Volunteers
Core
Belief

Volunteers are mentors and leaders who are vital and crucial to the
Society.

P.A.L.S. - Project Adult Literacy Society
Annual Report 2015

Literacy
Adults develop reading, writing, and comprehension skills so that they can use printed materials in their
daily living.

Daniel Haines, Literacy
14 years ago my life had become unmanageable and I had considered
suicide as a way out. For years I had struggled with an addiction. As I sat
in the detox center, the councillor told me she was worried because I
wasn’t taking part in the workshops. I admitted to her that I was
embarrassed because I was a slow reader and couldn’t write but I knew if
I was going to survive I needed to join a recovery program and to be
successful I had to read better.
My wife encouraged me to give the P.A.L.S. - Project Adult Literacy
Society a try. I was paired up with a great tutor and I am still working
with her. This one to one learning is just what I was looking for.
Part of what makes us feel good about ourselves is feeling like we have a purpose for our lives something that fulfills us. My recovery and my involvement with literacy have given me this. As I
became more involved in the literacy community, I realized that there are so many adults like me that
need help.

Jeff
Jeff came to P.A.L.S. in 2010 reading at a beginner level. When Jeff started with P.A.L.S. he was
worried that his poor reading skills would cause him to lose his job. He is now reading and writing at an
independent level and working as a supervisor. This summer he was covering for other employees in the
office while they were on holidays as well as doing his own job.
He says that not being able to read was like being back in the darkness and not being able to go into the
light. His hard worked for and newfound reading skills have brightened and expanded his world, giving
him a security and confidence in his future.

Joe
Joe has advanced several levels in his reading and is growing in confidence. He works hard and has
developed good learning strategies. Joe has begun thinking about his options for the future. He would
like to drive a truck or work with heavy equipment. He never actually made plans before but now that
his reading is improving, he has hope for his future and his self-image has started to change.

Literacy Outcomes
Sixty-one (61) adults improved their literacy skills in 2015.
Adult students were mentored by volunteer tutors for 3653 hours.

Each adult student improves skills in the area in which they need
assistance - reading and writing.
When adults entered the Literacy program, eleven were assessed at pre-reading, and 29 at level 1 and 20
at level 2. Level 3 is considered functional literacy.

In 2015, 3 adults improved their skills from very low to level 3 functional literacy and 14 adults will
soon reach this level.
As a student said, “When I started at P.A.L.S. I couldn’t read at all. I knew my letters and sounds but I
didn’t know any words. Now I can read almost anything. I can read the newspaper and ‘Anne of Green
Gables’ and ‘The Wizard of Oz’. I like reading now and I like that I can read things on my own. I try to
read every day.”
Some comments that volunteer tutors said about their students when the student completed or left the
program are:
•
Reading – Level 1 to Level 3. WOW! Writing. He can write essays now. He couldn't even write
a sentence before.
•
Self- confidence improved. Student stated "I'm not as shy as I used to be. I used to think I
couldn't do anything. It's not true anymore. She got a job.
•
Student feels a lot more confident. She applied for a job and is thinking of going back to school.
•
Student now helps children with homework and stated that her sister was impressed by how
much better she can read. She states' "I read books for fun now, I never used to".
•
The student stated: "The program was a fantastic experience. Thank you to teach me to read. The
help that I received by my tutor help me to achieve the University level and now I have the
proper university level. I am able to take classes at McEwen University and NAIT".
Book and Writing Club
Students participated in the Book Club for 460 hours and are reading books every day - reading has
become part of their lives. Students participated in the Writing Club for 266 hours. Students state that:
“I wrote a letter to my sister in Calgary, I passed an exam at work, I write notes to my husband, and I
make lists.”

Goals established by each individual student are met.
Eighty-five percentage (85%) of the adults who completed the annual or group survey indicated that they
are meeting their learning goals a great deal or a lot.
Goals for other Educational Opportunities
Seven adults have met their goals for taking other educational opportunities:
•
1 entered NorQuest College
•
1 entered Grant McEwan
•
1 completed GED
•
4 completed hairdressing, Child Care Level 1, Driver’s Licence and Bible School.
Goals for Employment
Adults are meeting their goals in employment as nineteen (19) either got a job (12), a new job (2) or
promotion at work (5).

Each adult student has a change in her/his life that empowers the person changes in behaviour and/or improved condition.
Use skills in daily living
Ninety-nine percent (99%) state that they are using their skills in daily living.

Examples are:
•
Reading signs at work, reading with children, reading street signs, texting, banking using ATM.
•
T has effectively dealt with some bureaucratic issues applying for and receiving government
benefits. He has managed these challenges very well.
•
Writing a grocery list. Signing her full name, address and telephone number.
•
Reading road signs to locate places he needs to go. He uses the computer daily to keep in touch
with friends and family by way of facebook.
•
Daniel's reading skills continue to improve. His skills are used with his children. He reads them
stories and helps them with their homework.
•
Ann took a cosmetics course this year! She was able to read material, answer questions, and
complete assignments. She completed the course with 60+ percent. Before attending P.A.L.S.,
she would not have been able to complete such a course.
Self-Esteem
Ninety-six percent (96%) of the students state that since starting with P.A.L.S. they express their ideas
better, their self-esteem has increased and they stand up for themselves more.
P learned to set high goals for himself before he started with P.A.L.S., but I think he really does now
have a stronger belief that he will achieve them.
P says that people are telling him they’ve noticed a change in his spelling and reports at work. I started
challenging him with some 3-syllable words last week and he had to get up from the table and walk
around for a minute. He said that this kind of challenge would have made him totally give up in the past
– he would have quit – but he’s really willing to keep trying and he’s been so keen in all our lessons.
Changes in Behaviours
Students are asked which behaviours, related to literacy are new in 2015.
Read for fun - 10 students, take phone messages - 9, use a dictionary - 8, read a menu, take and write a
message, and e-mail - 6, budget money, use recipe - 5, and 3 took courses outside P.A.L.S.

Volunteer Tutors
There were 56 Volunteer Tutors who met with 61 adult students 2881 hours and prepared for or
travelled to the lessons for 1847 hours. Volunteer tutors attended 353 hours of professional
development training.
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Computer Literacy
The goal of computer literacy is to increase the
confidence and skill for a person to use the computer
and have the skills to pursue other opportunities.
The adult students who take the Computer Literacy
Classes are from the Literacy, ESL and Math Literacy
program.
47 students took classes.
Literacy - 7 students
ESL - 24 students
Math Literacy - 16 students.
826 hours of instruction was given to the adult students.
Increase in skills
The majority of the participants indicated that they have increased skills. The evaluations are cumulative
and do not distinguish between beginner and later classes.
Meeting Individual Goals
80% are meeting their goal a lot or great deal.
•
In the future I hope I'll be promoted at work, because I haven't finished my training.
•
I changed the Power Supply Unit on my computer by following Adam's instruction (by myself).
•
It was good, I was so happy. I think computer class will help me to find a better job.
Use Skills in Daily Living.
96% state are using skills in daily living. 76% a lot or a great deal. Only 2 responses indicated not at all.
•
I am so glad learning in P.A.L.S, because I get a lot of benefits. In the computer class, you have
to teach me each step. Because I have no idea about computers.
•
I like to read news from all over the world and a computer helps me to update my knowledge.

Funder
ECALA

Math Literacy
Adults in the basic math stream increase math skills for daily living - shopping, for their job, and to take
control of their personal finances. Adults in the pre-entry stream increase skills to pass an entrance
examination to another program, such as apprenticeship training.

Augustin Avril
I came to Edmonton and joined my dad's family business. I used to
drive trucks. I had very low literacy and math skills. If I did not
see the company name before making a delivery, I would have a
hard time writing bills. I did not have the self-confidence or
knowledge to pursue any other career. It was difficult.
I wanted a better life and also wanted to feel good about myself. I
did not want to go around waiting for others to read or solve
problems for me. I wanted to be able to do things on my own. One
day I walked up to my foreman and told him that I am illiterate.
Once I admitted the fact that I needed help, it opened up doors for
me. My foreman went and talked to the manager of the company.
They contacted P.A.L.S. and then gave me a day to come and meet
the coordinator.
With my improvement in reading and writing, I got the confidence to take on math as my other learning
goal. I now have the courage and confidence to set an even higher goals and that was to get my GED.
I even applied for a job, where I had to fill out my application form all by myself. The job was not a
reference from a friend or someone I knew. I did the job search on the internet at indeed.com and applied
on my own. I got the job interview. The interviewer asked me a math problem. I got the answers right. It
felt good when I saw the expression on the interviewer's face. He smiled and congratulated me. He asked
me to get started on the job the following day.

Ali
My name is Ali. I am from Afghanistan amd came to Canada in 2009. I moved to Edmonton. I got
myself a job working for a plumbing company as a general labour. My boss wanted me to go to school
and get my journeyman ticket as a certified plumber. I wanted to go to school but did not pass the
entrance exam. My math skills were really poor. A friend of mine told me about P.A.L.S. - Project Adult
Literacy Society. He was attending and said that I should call to get help to improve my math skills.
My tutor Usman, cared about my learning. He was patient and took time to explain things when I did not
understand. I started to feel more confident. Now I was getting more determined to go back to school. I
also attended the Math Test Preparation workshop. This workshop really helped me. It gave me an
opportunity to have a practice examination, taught me the skills to approach the examination, and I
learned to use the calculator better. I passed my Trades entrance exam. Now I am pursing my dream to
be a journeyman plumber and will be starting school in September 2015. I could not have done this
without the help of P.A.L.S. and my tutors.

Catalin
Before I came to Canada, I used to work as an electrician in my home country, Romania. I wanted to
continue to work as an electrician here in Canada. But in order to do that and be a certified electrician I
needed to first pass my trade entrance examination with the Apprenticeship and Industry Training (AIT).
After passing my entrance exam I had to go to school to be a journeyman. I visited the AIT. AIT referred
me to P.A.L.S.
After I was matched with a tutor to help me with my math, I started to feel better about everything again.
I did not feel or get frustrated. I knew that it was a good opportunity for me to learn and meet others just
like me. Within six months I could see a big change. I got more confident every day. With tutoring from
P.A.L.S. and by attending the Math Test Preparation workshop, I was able to pass my entrance exam and
get into NAIT for my journeyman program much earlier than I expected.

Math Literacy Outcomes
One hundred and forty-two (142) adults improved their math skills in 2015. 126 adults were in the preentry program and16 were in basic math. Sixty-three percent of the participants are male.
Students were mentored by volunteer tutors for 3781 hours.
Students can increase skills in Literacy, ESL and Math Literacy
Nine (9) students are in both Literacy and Math Literacy Programs.
Twenty-three (23) students are in ESL and Math Literacy Programs.

Each adult student improves math skills.
The students completed an average of 4 modules. Thirty-one students began at addition, 91 started at
division and 93 at fractions.
•
Student filled a permanent position at his workplace. Student's recall of the times tables has
improved since the start of the match. Student report being more comfortable with percent,
decimals and fractions.
•
Able to finish subtraction, multiplication and problem solving modules. Able to form a good
study habit.
Math Test Preparation and Math in Science are classes established at the request of adult students to
increase their skills in area these areas. Eight students took Math Test Preparation and 13 students took
Math in Science.

Goals established by each individual student are met.
Ninety-two percent (92%) of the adults indicated that they were meeting their learning goals a lot or a
great deal.
Education Goal
Thirteen (13) adult students passed their examination for entrance into further educational opportunities.
•
Apprenticeship was 9 students
•
NorQuest College was 1 student
•
Grant McEwan was 1 student
Munasar works hard. He finished all our math modules, and then asked to learn more. We've worked on
Math 10-1 and Math 20-1. Now he is going to do Math 30-1 at Grant MacEwan University.

Last week, Munasar passed the exam to go to Grant MacEwan University to study more advanced
English and science which will help him to reach his goal that is to take Power Engineering course at
NAIT.
Employment Goal
•
Five adults found a job.
•
One received a promotion at work.
•
Four received an increase in salary.

Each adult student has a change in her/his life that empowers the person changes in behaviour and/or improved condition.
Use skills in daily living
Ninety-eight percent (98%) of the adult students indicate that they use their math skills in daily living.
•
She told me she applied her math skill in inventory counts, in mixing ingredients with
proportions as in baking, cooking, calculating earnings.
•
She can help her husband do some accounting
•
When out in the community Glenn usually has a limited amount of money. Glenn likes to buy an
item which he has to figure out if he can afford. Glenn also accounts for the GST. Glenn may
also choose to take some money home and use it for the next time so he can buy it later.
•
Used on the job to calculate more accurate estimates for painting and polishing jobs.
•
Teaching my kid
Self-esteem
Ninety-nine (99%) of the students state that since starting with P.A.L.S. they express their ideas better,
their self-esteem has increased and they stand up for themselves more.
•
Believes he can improve with harder study. Self- esteem much improved, able to ask more
questions.
•
Student got a promotion and received a raise as a result of increased skills
•
Glenn has had an increase in his self- esteem so he is encouraged to and is more likely to stand
up for himself
•
Student comments that he can now solve math problems and can do what he wants to do. He has
a goal to become an outstanding member of the community. Francis shows belief in self and
demonstrates increased self- esteem and the ability to stand up for himself.
•
Ali has certainly grown to believe in himself, strive for more and increased his self-esteem as a
student now. He feels accomplished and he should feel that way!
•
He learned multiplications and how to work with word problems. The most important
improvement was build up confidence

Volunteer Tutors
Fifty-three (53) volunteers mentored 142 adult students for 2320 hours in one to one matches and study
groups.
Volunteer preparation and travel time was 830 hours.
Volunteers attended professional development for 350 hours.
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ESL - English as a Second Language
Adults improve language skills - speaking, reading, writing and listening. The adults have low-level
literacy in their language of origin, Canadian Citizens or established immigrants who have lived in
Canada for many years, who have gaps in their language skills.
Fifty-three precent (53%) of the adult students are Canadian Citizens.
Students represent 58 different countries.

Crystal Liu
I am from Taiwan. Before coming to Canada I could speak a little English
but could not communicate very well in English. I didn't feel very good
when I could not speak or understand English. Because of my lack of
English I was scared to talk to English speaking people.
I feel more comfortable going shopping, to a restaurant and other public
places. I will ask people to explain if I don't understand what they are
saying. I have made friends with some English-speaking Canadians and
have gotten to know my tutor's family. I feel better about myself being
able to communicate in English.

Nataliia
My name is Nataliia, I moved to Canada in 2012 and I was looking for place where I could improve my
English in order to pass IELTS and to overcome my fear of public speaking in a foreign language.

I enjoyed the friendly atmosphere of P.A.L.S., was impressed by their generosity and readiness to help. I
believe that with the help of our tutor and because of friendliness of other people in P.A.L.S. I overcame
my fear of public speaking, became more confident in my knowledge and passed English test ( IELTS )
with a good score.

Julia
J came to P.A.L.S. in October 2014 asking if she could join a group class. She already had good English,
but was eager to improve her spoken English, as she felt that she had lost her previous job as a result of
her English. She joined 2 conversation circles and worked hard on conversational English and Canadian
Culture. She learned new vocabulary and joined in conversation. She got a new job in her field as an
audiologist.

ESL Outcomes
One hundred and twenty-one (121) adults improved their English as a Second Language skills in 2015.
Students were mentored by volunteer tutors in 38 conversation, writing, and book circles, and one to one
matches.

Each adult student improves skills in the area in which they need
assistance - reading, writing, listening, and speaking.
Ninety-three percent (93%) of the adults who responded to the surveys stated that were improving their
skills a lot or a great deal.
•
I can speak with confidence, but I could not talk with confidence before. Right now I have now
Canadian friends, but I did not have any Canadian friends before.
•
Before I didn't speak very well, but now I'm fine.
•
The skills that I developed with my English increases my communication and I have more
interest in continuing studying in English class. Thank you so much for this opportunity.

Goals established by each individual student are met.
Ninety-nine percent (99%) of the adults state that they are meeting their learning goals. 25% are meeting
them only a little and 75% a lot or a great deal.
Goal for further education in other programs.
Seven (7) students laddered to other programs.
•
NorQuest College - 2 students
•
Grant MacEwan University - 2 students
•
AIT exam - 1 student passed exam.
•
ILES exam - 2 students passed. (Exam for entrance into further education)
•
Nursing - 1 student.
Goal for employment
Eight students found a job.
One student got a job in her field of study.

Each adult student has a change in her/his life that empowers the person changes in behaviour and/or improved condition.
Use in daily living
Ninety-nine percent of the adults state that they use their skills in daily living.
•
I am looking for jobs. Because my English is not good, I was scared to call placement groups and
asked for job opportunities. Once I asked John to help me with my elevator speech. After that I
feel more confident about my little introduction. Then I picked the phone and called the
placement groups. This is really improvement for me.
•
Before attending this class, it was difficult for my colleagues to understand my speaking English.
Currently, I have got feedback from them: I have improved my pronunciation greatly. They told
me that my pronunciation is clearer, my tone is good and my Chinese accent reduces.
•
I can ask to drive where I want to go and what kind of bus to get on.
•
Go to school, talk to my kid's teacher to discuss about my children's problems in school
Self-Esteem
Ninety-nine (99%) of the students state that since starting with P.A.L.S. they express their ideas better,
their self-esteem has increased and they stand up for themselves more.
•
I can communicate with Canadian friends with confidence. Also I feel more confident to search
for a job.
•
Speaking. I had difficulty in speaking. I was mute before.
•
I didn't read, but I start reading a lot of books.
•
I become comfortable talking with my neighbours.

Volunteer Tutors
Thirty-three (33)volunteers mentored adult students.
In one to one matches for 601 hours, and groups for 690 hours.
Preparation and travel time of 710 hours.
Professional development 375 hours.
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Students for Students
Adults with low-level literacy are five (5) times less likely to have or access informal learning
opportunities. Students from the P.A.L.S. programs - Literacy, Math Literacy, ESL and the larger literacy
community in Edmonton can participate in the program. The students learn skills through workshops,
social events, and field trips.
Students for Students includes:
•
Workshops
•
Reaching New Heights
•
Advocacy
•
Volunteering

Workshops
Public Speaking Workshop
Develop skills to speak in public. 10 students attended.
Financial Literacy
A cooperative program with the Centre for Family Literacy so students can learn to manage their
finances. 9 students attended.
Technology Workshop - Facebook
5 students attended.

Reaching New Heights
A program for adult students to:
C
Build Confidence
C
Learn new things and apply them
C
Team work - work as a team. Do projects - take responsibility for projects
C
Volunteer at P.A.L.S. or in the community.
Participants
10 adult students. Literacy 7. ESL 2. Math Literacy 1.
The adults in the program develop an annual plan of goals that they want to achieve. These include
taking a leadership role in P.A.L.S. activities, team building, and developing and implementing an
activity for P.A.L.S. students.
In 2015 the activity was Trolley Ride over
the High Level Bridge, the Stathcona
Farmers Market and a Picnic. The students
presented speeches on the history of the
High Level Bridge, the Trolley and the
Market. They also had a picnic in MacKay
Park.
On July 25, 35 students, tutors and family
members took the historic and great trolley
bus ride across the High Level Bridge.

Advocacy
Students Share Stories at Audreys Books
Rose Leftley was the Master of Ceremonies. Kibrom Gebremedhin,
Math Literacy student, Maria Nagtegal, Literacy student, and Oksana
Vorobei, ESL student, shared the difference in their lives when their
skills increased.
United Way of Capital Region Campaign
Daniel Haines, Literacy Student, Debbie Manning, Literacy Student, and Ali Elhag, ESL and Math
Literacy student, delivered speeches as part of the P.A.L.S. Team. They spoke of their literacy journey to
11 different groups.
International Literacy Day Celebration
Maria Nagtegal and Daniel Haines, Literacy students shared their literacy journey at the event in City Hall.
P.A.L.S. Student and Volunteer Recognition Celebration
Kibrom Gebremedhin, Math Literacy student, spoke at the event.
Edmonton Examiner and Sun Article

Tressa Talbot was featured in the Examiner and Sun articles.
Involvement in the community.
Student Volunteering
Adult students are encouraged to volunteer. A start on the path to volunteering is to volunteer at P.A.L.S.
Students volunteer in the office - answering the phone, mailing the newsletter, wrapping presents; fund
raising by selling raffle tickets, the used book sale and the casino; and running errands for P.A.L.S.
Office and Administration
30 students volunteered in administration and office 350 hours.
Fund Raising
9 students volunteered for the casino.
30 students sold raffle tickets.
15 students helped with the Used Book Sales.

Office Renovations
In 2015, the P.A.L.S. office was renovated. This entailed moving the office two times. Once to another
office for 5 weeks and then back to our office.
Thank you to all the students and volunteers that did the moves.
Hector Martinez, Azizeh Baregzayee, Hamsa Abdulle, Monawara Begum, Sattar Zahedzadeh,
Nadia Sadi, Abdoul Ly, Richard Grant, Stephen Barrington Leigh, Claude Williams, Pablo Leon,
Adriano Mayuga, Andrew, Rayan Shakespeare, Devon Baker, Shaun, Marilyn Shannon, Daniel Haines,
Rae Milne, Debbie Manning, Rose Leftley, John Jamieson, Harjinder Boparai and son, Alison Pepper,
Claire Westfall, Janine Ross, Tina McEwan, Kianoush Abolhassani, Kamil Musa Mali, John Jamieson,
Kianoush Abolhamani, Gilbert Roberts, Tina McEwan, Kamil Musa Mali, Charlie Caron, Janine Ross,
Hamid Hosseinzadeh, Lahoucine Fathallah, Mark Williams, Remi Maurice, and Dorothy Lane.

Board of Directors
P.A.L.S. - Project Adult Literacy Society is governed by a voluntary board of directors. The board has the
duties of oversight, finance/fund raising, and strategic planning. The board is a policy governing board.
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Daniel Dabbs
Darlene Morrow
Linda Kwan
Trish Derkach
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Administrative and Fund Raising Volunteers
Volunteers who assist in the office and fund raising activities - Raffle, Casino, and Used Book Sale.
Volunteers listed do not include volunteers listed in programs and governance, though they also volunteer
for these actvities.
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Honorary Members
People who have made an outstanding contribution to P.A.L.S. are recognized as honorary members members of the Society for life.
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Building Relationships in the Community
Community supporters in the community enable P.A.L.S. to met the mission of “ Changing Lives Through
Literacy.”

Funding Partners
United Way of the Alberta Capital Region
Alberta Innovation and Advanced Education - Community Programs
ECALA
City of Edmonton - Community Investment and Planning and Development
Alberta Culture and Community Spirit - Community Spirit Grant
Realtors Community Foundation
EPCOR
Union 52 Benevolent Society

Partnerships
Audreys Book Store
Edmonton Journal
Edmonton Food Bank
Edmonton Public Libraries
Frontier College

Good Samaritan Society
Sentinel Storage
Starbucks - Omega
Golden Key - Grant MacEwan

AIT
Shaw Conference Centre
Edmonton Literacy Coalition
See Magazine

Donations in Memory
Heather Carmichael

Gail Provan

Donations
Barb Haines
Alberta Health Services Royal
Alex Hospital ECDF
Benedict Pagulayan
Realtors Community
Foundation
MacEwan University Chapter
of Golden Key Honour
Society
Danny Dabbs
Ofbay Gain
Samson Mah
Roxanne Thompson
Claire Huang
Mauricio Ramirez
Sattar Zahedzadeh

Hamid Husseinzadeh
Catalin Mustea
Adam Rupp
Helen McCabe
Bonnie Caron
Michael Kubish
Odvod Publishing Inc.
Jwad Fjfiy
Marasia Petryshyn
Jay Pretty
Sharon Chow
P.Derkach
Darlene S. Morrin
Emad Shawar
Janice Christensen
Union 52 Benevolent Society

Marilyn Shannon
Dong Phan
Dorothy Lane
EPCOR - Helping Hands
Grant Program
Helen McCabe
Valerie Nelson
Bonnie Caron
Shirley Sandul
Daniel Haines
Kyoko Sauada
Michael Lahey
Mark Williams
Hamid Husseinzadeh
Sue Paulson
Sentinel Storage

Raffle 2015
WESTJET

Viphalay

Homefire Grill

Financial Statement for 2015
P.A.L.S. Auditors are Bergeron & Co., CGA.
In addition to the Statement of Operations a full Financial Statement is available on request.

Follow P.A.L.S.
www.palsedmonton.ca
facebook.com/palsedmonton
twitter.com/palsedmonton

